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Jot Old E!i=Aaron=or Balaam.

5= -4--1- -2-

In the ALPHA they put the Rebels 
OUT! in the OMEGA they put you OUT!

These CANAAN 1TES=HITTITES-AMORITES-PERI 7- 
ZITES-JEBUSITES-G1RGASHITES-MOABITES and 
PHILISTINES-

just GIVING up on them. The Bible 
'efers it to DRUNKENESS="For all Na
tions have DRUNK of the WINE of her

lot all the Blame can be laid to the 
.eader of Error=but to those who

-CRANFIELD-BANKS-KUNG-RESCH-DODD-RIDDER- 
bos=witt=barclay=taylor=carnell=bandstrA= 
these men:"Do not PROSTITUTE the GOSPEL

MARSHALL=RAISANEN=GUTBROD=KITTEL=BROMILMhen one BIG BABOON starts chatter-’" 
ng in that Key=immedlately a HUNDRD 
JACKALS start a united CHORUS! MONK- 

= ■ Y SEE = MONKEY DO I
'ou can see what a struggle some Mi r- 
isters have to make=to breafc with 
■GENERAL CONFERENCE POL ICY"=which 
js 22 11Y _ 2 ]wa Y s _ [ s _ ON E _ MAN j _ FROOM!

io"we”wTlT“TELL“fHEMrfhey’wTTT"NO“T/ 
zell US! Yet these are the very ones 

"LOVE" of God!

BROWN-DAVIES-PLUMMER-PEAKES-HOUSTON-TAL-
MUD-EDERSHEIM=BERGER=WYSCHOGROD=SANDERS=

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, tqe 
most INCURABLE!" COL 154-5,394.

———

="C.H.DODQ lhat 
I Sts 
lave 
mixes with the WlNE-BIBBERS=he is 
^old and Indifferent to their Brew. 
JELL-TORMENT THEORIES. This is above 
ill. GC 536,588,533,542,549,58,125^ 
’he men whose minds are not STRAIGH’ 
on THAT=they are the ones who RDB 
seeks to=as do the FOOLISH VIRGINS- 
:o the COMMON MARKET-PLACE? They ha\|=? 
something for us? We go back, as die 
JALLENGER=to the HOG WALLOW?

THE WINE OF BABYLON 
is the WINE of Babylon? Advent- 
have lost their first Love and 
all but forgotten it. As RDB

SALVATION was j"ust as CERTAIN as RDB 
nakes it. He even finds "NO LAW!" in the 
New Testament! Good thing it is not left 
to RDB nor to WILSON to declare and JUDGE 
A/ho it is. (CHANGED in GC 436-but here is 
the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 275-6)=

t is too Bad=when one Falls off the 
’ath-back down to the Wicked World 
selow. BUT-WHAT-I S-MUCH-MORE-TRAG I C: = 
is a FROOM or a BRINSMEAD-that unde 
:akes to lead OTHERS to RUIN.

Have a "WEALTH OF SCHOLARLY LITERATURE"^ 
the SAME as FROOM-WILSON said in their 
JOINT B00K="M0VEMENT OF DESPERATION!"- 
15Zl=2^320i322i466i486i512^478^48^422,.. 
FROOM KNEW=he read over 50 of them! As 
they have RECOMMENDED, in SDA MINISTRY 
for many a Year.! and now in ANDREWS = 
no, FORD was N0T_the_FIRST_0NE!_

ROB = # 542. Mdkch 8/82.
===== Hoehn Rcicokch UJoWuj, 
Box 1170, Gkand fonJu, BC VOH 1H0.
The History of RDB should be an ob- 
yect Lesson to all. Which is the 
SAME History as Canright=Ba11enger- 
Jones=Waggoner=Kellogg=Dani els- 
Froom=Anderson=WiIson.

CANRIGHT and BALLENGER were HONEST 
enough to LEAVE the Churcih- but a 
WORSE ELEMENT moved in after the 
Death of EGW-and now we have: "FAT? 
MORE to fear from WITHIN than from 
WITHOUT."RH A2:121~~March 22,1887.

What we want to know is-is there 
ONE POINT on which they ALL went 
astray? Yes, there is =

ONE POINT!
Suppose I say:"I AM SAVED!" Then, 
AUTOMATICALLY the next Domino fa I 1 »= 
to be "SAVED!"(according to ME!) = 
with no "W0RK"=of no "LIFETIME"- it 
J.y_S_^§_L2_be"by_Faj t.h ALONE! "

’f=7s=A-DISASTER that young, i nex- 
jerienced Adventists are being sent 
:Y=THE=CHURCH! Their WAY PAID! As 
■ord was-to sit at the feet of thes2 
Holy Hell Pork Priests. And have 

SM 1:31|. <DB chime in:"ALL FOOD=IS=CLEAN£"

— — — — — — — ~ — This History began with those, who:: 
like KD+A developed a REBELLION a- 
gainst M0SES=so these want EGW OUT,. 
Like Satan in Heaven-go around 
with INSINUATIONS and DOUBTS-which 
become CONTAGIOUS-SM 2:166-7.(See 
INDEX-how to dismiss=T8:195•) Or 
else invite Satan in and let it 
grow from l=2=3=4=5=6=7=:8="Tnto 
OPEN REBELLION, which becomes IN
CURABLE and ends in DESTRUCTION." 
T4:211. PUR 112.

pleasing FABLES— 
Really Sad. A young man of Promise. No 
doubt his Mother had great Hopes for him. 
Vhat does she think now? To see Hope turi 
to Disaster. SO ANXIOUS=as a Multitude 
before him=to hold out Sweet Nothings to 
/v i n Votes. Just like JUDAS. There was al
so NO QUESTION in his mind about being 
in the Kingdom-the only Question leftwa,- 
tfho would be the GREATEST?

And the "Y" in the Road, which CANRIGHT" 
BALLENGER-and all the Rest took = is the 
BABYLON DOGMA: "I AM SAVED!"

COUNTERFEIT
And so we find ourselves ON BOARD 
the "COUNTERFEIT"=in the 0MEGA=on 
the DEVIL'S TRAIN. EW 88,263. Pow
ered by "UNIVERSALISM"="UNLIMl TED 
LOVE!"-becomes our Song and Dance.

SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS.
Here we come to a Cross-Roads. After the 
Company he keeps-RDB sees NO ABOMINATIONS! 
"ALL FOOD IS CLEAN!" "VERDICT"=June 1981. 
Also SPECIAL 1982 "REPLY TO DESMOND FORD '

BRINSMEAD-who said he would go by WILSOH-WANT to be led. Makes you feel like 
finds these BAAL-PRIESTS have:"SOUND EX-- 
EGESIS=ANALOGY=ESCHATOLOGY=PROTOLOGY= 
HERMENEUTICS"=so that now he can go by: 
"IMPRESSIVE SCHOLARSHIP"="W.D.DAVIES HA$ fornication."Rev.18:3. 
PATIENTLY and EXHAUSTIVELY EXPOSED THIS 
FALLACY"="W.D.DAVIES SHOWS..." 
SUGGESTED.BANKS concludes his MONO
GRAPH by saying..."F.F.BRUCE BEAUTIFULLY 
GRASPS..."="WILLIAM BARCLAY EXPRESSES MV 
FEELINGS_ WEN_HE_SAYS ...^____________
Then you should see his "LANGUAGE"=sud- 
denly CHANGE when he ANALYZES what his 
ENEMIES SAY! Of course he learned well 
from the FR00MS="Tis a Fool!"-ANDERSON- 
NICHOLS=and others of the WIND-BAG CULT 
Then RDB can SNEER-WITH=THEM!-"But twa 
gain NOTHING if we run from the BEAR of 
RITUALISM only to be met by the LION of 
MORALISM. Salvation by a GOOD CHARACTER 
can be MORE SUBTLE form of LEGALISM that 
Salvation by RITUALISM. By using the wozd\kho MOUTH about the 

the_entire_LAW["___ ___
And THAT = says i t ALLI There the BATTLE 
is JOINED! EW 69-73,

He admits he once labored with an "INFAN
TILE CONSCIENCE"=”RITUAL TABOO”=as he no^ 
"HAR! HARS!"=at "SILLY, NIT-PICKING... 
LETTER=OF=THE=LAW!"="INFANTILE RULE-BOO! 
="WEAK and MISERABLE SERVITUDE"=(EW 66) = 
"THE WRITTEN CODE WAS INADEQUATE"=^A YOKE" 
="CREEP_BACK_ TO"="MORALISTIC_DRIVEL!_ "=_ 
He invites us aTT to the "FREEDOM" he has 
found from the Holy Hell Priests such as 
F.F.BRUCE the Church and Awakening now 
go by=he also likes "THE GOSPEL" accord-

PiPAV1ES=as well as 666 others:

"The ANGEL declares,"Here are they that 
KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God and the 
Faith of Jesus."...In the Last Days only 
a REMNANT exists." Rev.14:12.
And here is the other Side, of the Coin: 
"And there shall in no wise enter into 
it anything that DEFILETH, neither what
soever WORKETH ABOMINATION, or maketh a 
LIE: but they which are Written in the 
Lamb's Book of Life." Rev.21:27.



E S _ a ga £ n stTl:187. 3 to 4 MILLION of them in Europe.
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A WISH Bone and no BACK Bone.
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in the References al- 
But to be more pointed-

Another, who felt the same Way but did 
come right out with it=seeing what hap
pens to his Fellow-will be so thankful 
he said NOTHING! So, as I heard i t=they 
would sit there like Bumps on a Log-let 
RDB run it. This is what makes HITLERS= 
STALINS-CHURCHILLS-NAPOLEONS-TOJOS-

This is found 
ready given, 
see it in GC 445,444,443.Ev.235> 
I?ilJ9o_PK_18Z2_TZ:151. Ed.5O.GC 6C 7

THIS WILL FUSE THE UNION of the 
Churches=pI us lead AMERICA to fol
low the LEAD of ADVENTISTS! GC 443" 
445. SM 2:52-5,95,100,2A. MM 62.

i t

NOW READ THIS:
"They can see NO LIGHT in the Third 
Angel's Message, which shows the 
way INTO the MOST Holy Place. I saw 
that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, 
so the nominal Churches had CRUCIFj- 
ED these Messages, and THEREFORE 
they have NO KNOWLEDGE of the WAY 
INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT 
be benefited by the intercession of 
Jesus there. LIKE THE JEWS, who of
fered their USELESS SACRIFICES, they 
offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to 
the apartment which Jesus has left; 
and Satan, PLEASED with the decep
tion... leads the minds of these... 
with his POWER, his SIGNS and lying 
WONDERS.2_EW_261l_SG^1^171-192.__
WATCH! that is the next thing to 
expect=as the SEALING passes them 
by=look for them to get "THE POWER!" 
as shown in EW 56. 18A6 BROADSIDE. 
Due_at_any_H°ur!

WHAT MAKES A MAN PRECIOUS? RDB wi1 
agree-also all the Babylon M i n i s te r s. 
It is: "The Blood of Jesus." But 
that Blood-since 1844=is found NO 
WHERE ELSE=but in the Most Holy 
Pl ace.

It is NOT the State that comes, 
is the CHURCH that fetches them.

“They were not born FOOLS, but they 
were EDUCATED such." FCE 37.
"Be not CONFORMED to this World, but 
be ye TRANSFORMED by the renewing 
of your Mind." FCE 42.

While the Church sends CONGRATULA
TIONS to the WAR-MONGERS.

THE TROUBLE AND THE SOLUTION
The HABITS formed in youth will 

GROW...Their CHARACTERS are built uj- 
on SLIDING SAND...They have been pet- 
ted_and-indulged." FCE_28.
"They should IMPROVE every means 
within their reach for their INTEL- 
LECTUAL_and_MORAL_IMPROVEMENT^31^ 
"MANY of the youth...their conscien
ces are SEARED." FCE 33.

Bid God keep His Word? Ts RDB now but a 
31 aything of the Devil? His "NO EFFORT"* 
Babylon Dogma went through Churtch and 
Reform like Bean-Soup through a Duck = 
Shot into Orbit just like "I AM SAVED!"* 
floored BALLENGER when Jones spouted off 
in the Marlowe Theater in Chicago-1893• 
Into "HOLY FLESH"- in 1900. FROOM and 
ANDERSON beat their DRUMS end. thenr GUMS . 
for that=with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN-1957.

there Ts~the~key~
to it all. If "I AM SAVED!"=I set myseli 
above the Throne of God. NO COURT in NO 
SANCTUARY-is needed. "I AM SAVED!"=what 
need to know anything more than THAT!' 
"The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it 
is the JUDGMENT of SELF...The THRONE is 
within _you!_'^ ^SPIRITUALISML_GC_554.Ed.221.

BY SILENCE GIVE C0NSENT=to the Twirp. 
This launches him on an EGO-TRIP—i f his 
Conscience was working at all before- 
now it is SEARED. We are told CLEARLY 
this is the way Satan went on and on= 
BECAUSE of the Angels that SUPPORTED 
him when he had REASONABLE DOUBTS.SOP

Good thing the World itself is not 
that IRRESPONSIBLE. But hold PROTES’ 

"BAN-THE-BOMB!"
TRYING TO ANALYZE

why RDB would give up his Birth-Right 
and Heritage to go over to the Enemy = 
I would say it is his Early Supporters. 
They would get into a Huddle=to decide 
which way they should go=what they shou 
Teach. Then if one would take Issue with 
the Great RDB=he would start finding 
himself in a Black-out, starting NOW!

LIKE A COLD-BLOODED MURDERER 
Dis-associating himself from RESPONSI
BILITY and LI AB ILITY=or, even = like some 
Irresponsibles=out for KICKS=enjoying 
the Lime-Light, the Attention, as long 
as HE is gaining an Audience. With Gener
al Conference "POLICY" in behind him = 
he is SURE of it. Or should this be con
sidered: "TEMPORARY INSANITY!"

Yes, I often Wonder what goes through a 
Minister's mind=who knows this as well 
as we know it. But he is BOUND to FROOM 
'POL ICY!"=PLEDGED to OBEY his PEERS=go 
and Preach what you KNOW is a LIE! And 
somehow look for a:"WELL DONE!" in the 

jt_js_Pathet^c,

HOW TO BE LOST
When God's people see which way the 
Church is drifting, and they become 
ALARMED-as shown in the "SHAKING" 
chapter. TI:179. The ones "LEFT"- 
forever by the Angels of God =

1 : 
Some could RATIONALIZE why they do not 
Obey Ezekiel 3 and 33 = because they are 
so "GENTLE" and "FRIENDLY"-not aware 
that they are standing on the Neck of 
the_V jctjm^GU |LT_of _go[ng_a jong^____
"The~plain"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...God holds 
His people, AS=A=BODY, responsible for 
the sins...among them...ACHAN'S CONFES
SION was...TOO LATE and(NOT)..of the 
£22^^ 73:269-272__
"HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEO- 
PLE"=and thus go through Life=almost 
DESTITUTE of any REAL PRINCIPLES. Like 
Billy Graham, speak of some "VAGUE" sins, 
the VAGUER the BETTER. Rex Humbart was 
asked how he shot so high so quickly in 
POPULARITY. He said 3 Times: "I NEVER 
DEAL WITH ISSUES!" J ust a Happy GANG = 
a Social Club. AVOID MORAL ISSUES. RDB 
found that Secret at Last! DO NOT DEAL 
wi th: "MORALISTIC DRIVEL!" HUDSON and LIT-^— 
TERELL avoid: "MORALISTIC BEHAVIOUR!" |=--
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"As we CULTIVATE the powers God has 
. given us here, we shall INCREASE in

KNOWLEDGE_and-PERCEPTIONL
"The Parents have THOUGHT they LOVED 
their Children, but have proved then- 
selves their WORST ENEMIES. They have 
let EVIL go UNRESTRAINED...petting 
a VIPER...All sincere Christians., 
will make EARNEST EFFORTS to do all 
in their Power to CORRECT even the 
WRONGS and NEGLECTS of their natural 
parents...FIRMNESS and DECISION are 
INDISPENSABLE in the WORK of FORMING 
RIGHT HABITS. .NOBLE CHARACTERS.'^_5_3-J. 
"Even~from THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS~many 
students graduate with LESS REAL 
KNOWLEDGE of God and of religious 
TRUTH than_when they enteredL'^98L_
"By giving heed to the Teachings of 
God's Word, men may arise from the 
LOWEST DEPTHS of IGNORANCE and DEG
RADATION to become SONS OF GOD, as
sociates of SINLESS ANGELS ^_FCE_8 5 . 
iC^ARACTER..must be FORMED."FCE 87.

io one knows what this means:"LEAVING 
these with their sinful traits unsubdueq, 
to the CONTROL of Evil_AngelsL'^ 
\nd did you notice that was to:"THE LAO- 
B1CEAN CHURCH!" And coming back to Tl: 
180-1. All they have to do to be "LEFT!1 
is be "CARELESS" and "INDIFFERENT" and 
nake "NO EFFORT!"-that was the GRAND MES-: 
SAGE that the AWAKENING brought from 
down-under = via Hudson = I960.


